
THE TRAGEDY IN WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE ROMEO AND JULIET

Romeo and Juliet is a tragedy written by William Shakespeare early in his career about two young star-crossed lovers
whose deaths ultimately reconcile their.

Themes and motifs[ edit ] Scholars have found it extremely difficult to assign one specific, over-arching theme
to the play. Fate and chance[ edit ] Scholars are divided on the role of fate in the play. The feuding families
and the Prince meet at the tomb to find all three dead. Gender[ edit ] Gender studies critics largely question the
sexuality of two characters, Mercutio and Romeo. Though Montague argues on his son's behalf, the Prince
exiles Romeo from Verona under penalty of death. Some of his plays include characters that accept their place
on the Chain, but others are not so complacent. Besides their strong connections with Shakespeare, the Second
Quarto actually names one of its actors, Will Kemp , instead of Peter, in a line in Act Five. Even in the Folio,
although act divisions are generally noted, only a part of the scenes are divided. This tragic drama narrates the
life of two rivaling families -Capulet and Montague- and their two children who fall in love. Pope began a
tradition of editing the play to add information such as stage directions missing in Q2 by locating them in Q1.
Though her father asks Count Paris, a kinsman of Prince Escalus of Verona, to wait two years for their
betrothal, he invites him to attend a Capulet ball. Benvolio is Romeo's cousin and best friend. This is thy
sheath. Later he finds out that she is a Capulet, the rival family of the Montagues. The two families are sworn
enemies. Tybalt, meanwhile, still incensed that Romeo had sneaked into the Capulet ball, challenges him to a
duel. The earliest known version of the Romeo and Juliet tale akin to Shakespeare's play is the story of
Mariotto and Gianozza by Masuccio Salernitano , in the 33rd novel of his Il Novellino published in 
Throughout the story, both Romeo and Juliet, along with the other characters, fantasise about it as a dark being
, often equating it with a lover. In Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare employs the help of dualities in
order to create a story with many opposing components. For example, when the play begins, Romeo is in love
with Rosaline, who has refused all of his advances. Oil on canvas,  Breaking this rule, however, serves to
speed along the plot. The play was written in and published in  The "light" theme in the play is also heavily
connected to the theme of time, since light was a convenient way for Shakespeare to express the passage of
time through descriptions of the sun, moon, and stars. Romeo and Juliet is a dramatisation of Brooke's
translation, and Shakespeare follows the poem closely but adds extra detail to both major and minor characters
in particular the Nurse and Mercutio. For example, Garrick's version transferred all language describing
Rosaline to Juliet, to heighten the idea of faithfulness and downplay the love-at-first-sight theme. Usually, a
woman was required to play hard to get, to be sure that her suitor was sincere.


